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Abstract

 In order to disclose the infiltration process of rainfall into the ground, the infiltration phenomenon 

is investigated theoretically and experimentally under the conditions that the homogeneous sand layer 

is bounded at its lower boundary and initially has a uniform moisture profile, and that the rainfall 

with constant intensity continues. After finding out the approximate solution for a set of fundamental 

equations with respect to the movement of water and pore-air in the layer, the criterion of ponding 

on the sand surface, the moving velocity of wetting front, the equation of infiltration rate and so on 

are presented in comparison with the results of experiment.

 I. Introduction

   At the initial stage of rainfall, all of the falling water penetrates downwards 
displacing the pore-air in the unsaturated soil. Thereafter, however, if the rainfall 
intensity becomes higher beyond the value, which is called the rate of infiltration 
capacity, ponding of water appears on the ground and only a fraction of rain-water 

penetrates. Along the mountainuous slope, when such a phenomenon occurs, the 
ponding water changes to the so-called lateral flow. Such a flow, which forms the 
surface runoff and constitutes the dominant component of flood runoff, often seems 
to cause surface erosion or debris flow. And some part of the penetrating water 
into soil is supplied to the ground water. 

   Such an infiltration process, which plays a very important role in hydrologic 
cycle takes place in the limited domain between a land surface and a rock surface 
or a ground water surface. From a phenomenological point of view, the infiltra-
tion can be considered in short as the two phases flows of water and pore-air through 

porous media. The elucidation of this process was not been done by so many re-
searchers. In our previous paper (1983)1) on the infiltration process under the con-
dition that water was supplied with constant depth on the surface of sand layer 
bounded at the bottom from the beginning of infiltration, that is on the ponded 
infiltration, it was made clear that the upward flow of pore-air and its pressure play 

an important role on, for example, the downward flow of penetrating  wa  ter and the 
rate of infiltration. However, it is considered that the infiltration process by rainfall 
shows a somewhat different figure from that of ponded infiltration, because all rain-
water penetrates into sand layer at the early stage of rainfall but it seems that, after 
some time has elapsed, a fraction of rainfall begins to pond on the sand surface and 
so a part of the pore-air is trapped unmoved.
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   Ishihara, Takagi and Baba (1966)2) found out the following by undertaking 
the experiment under the condition that the layer is made of air-dried sand, homo-

geneous and bounded at the lower boundary, and that the rainfall intensity continues 
with a constant intensity. The criterion of whether or not ponding on the sand 
surface appears till the wetting front reaches the bottom of a layer is given by the 
rainfall intensity of about  3/10-4/10 times of the saturated hydraulic conductivity of 
sand. Although the description of the phenonenon is qualitative, it was shown that 

the air pressure ahead of the wetting front in the case having the possibility of pond-
ing grows greater in comparison with that in the case of the non-possibility, and as 
the time approaches the ponding time, the pressure increases remarkably. 

   McWhorter  (1971)3) found out by theoretically analyzing the basic equation of 
movement for water and pore-air that the critical rainfall intensity mentioned above 
is consistent with the maximum value of the function  K(0)Ka(0)1{K(0)+Ka(0)}, 
where  K(0) is the hydraulic conductivity and  Ka(0) the permeability of pore-air, 
though only a sufficient condition for ponding is considered in this analysis. Further, 
it was found by undertaking the detail experiment under the same condition of 
Ishihara and others, that the velocity of a particular saturation is approximately 
constant during constant rate infiltration. And he theoretically obtained the equation 
determining the moisture profile by using this experimental evidence, and showed 
through his research thereafter  (1975)4) that this equation correspnods to the solu-
tion of second approximation of the basic equations used in a Parlange's sense. 

   Phuc and Morel-Seytoux  (1972)5), Sonu and Morel-Seytoux (1976)6) studied 
the infiltration process of the rainfall with assumed hyetograph into a homogeneous 
layer through the numerical calculation of the basic equations of movement for both 

phases by the finite difference method and the Brustkern and Morel-Seytoux method, 
respectively. However, the interesting results obtained were not compared with, 
for example, the experimental ones. 

   In spite of such a excellent research, there remains the following problems: 
the critical rainfall intensity for ponding, the process which develops into the pond-
ing condition, the relation between the change of pore-air pressure and the rainfall 
intensity, the change of infiltration capacity with time, and others. 

   In this paper, in order to clarify the infiltration process of rain-water into the 

ground, such a process wherein rain-water of a constant intensity infiltrates into a 
homogeneous layer which initially had a uniform moisture profile is investigated. 
That is, by recognizing the infiltration phenomenon as the representation caused by 
the flow of water and pore-air, the infiltration process, firstly before ponding occurs, 
is explored theoretically and experimentally, especially by paying attention to the 

ponding condition. Secondarily, the process after ponding occurs is also explored by 
comparing it with the situation before ponding and by referring to the result of the 
ponded  infiltration'). Finally, by referring to the result obtained above, a simplified 
equation for defining the rate curve of infiltration capacity is proposed.
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2. Theoretical analysis 

(1) Boundary and initial conditions 
   Let us assume that the infiltration field, i.e., the stratum is homogeneous and 

bounded at the bottom. The moisture profile is initially uniform. The pore-air is 
initially at  atmospheric pressure. The rainfall continues with a constant intensity. 
Under the condition of no ponding on the surface of stratum, that is, the rainfall 
intensity being less than the rate of infiltration capacity, the boundary conditions 

are mathematically given by 

 v q= constant  at  x  =  0  (  1  ) 

 pa  0  at  x  =  0  (  2  ) 
 v  —  0  at  x  =  L  (  3  ) 

 va  =  0  at  x  =  L  (  4  ) 

where x is the vertical co-ordinate being positive in a gravitational direction and 
having an origin on the surface of stratum, L the thickness of stratum, v the filter 
velocity of water,  va the filter velocity of pore-air,  pa the air pressure in water head 
showing the increment over the atmospheric pressure, and q the rainfall intensity. 
And, the initial condition is given by 

    0  =  0  = constant at  t  = 0  ( 5  ) 

 pa  =0  at  t  =  0  ( ) 

where t is the time and 0 the volumetric moisture content. 

(2) Fundamental equations 
   According to our  research') on the ponded infiltration of a constant water depth 

into a homogeneous sand layer, under the conditions from Eq. (3) to Eq. (6), the 
the following was shown. 

  1. The moisture profile is composed of a quasi-saturated zone and an unsaturated 
zone. The quasi-saturated zone begins to be formed just beneath the sand surface, 
when the ponding condition is satisfied on the sand surface, and then develops down-
wards. However, as time goes by, its development becomes weaker and finally the 
lower boundary of the zone reaches a specified position being of relatively shallow 
depth. On the other hand, the unsaturated zone ahead of the quasi-saturated zone 

continues to develop accompanied by the downward advancement of wetting front. 
  2. Although the infiltration process is strictly discontinuous because of an inter-

mittent escape of pore-air from the sand surface, such a process can be analyzed as 
continuous on the average. The movement of water and pore-air obeys the law of 
Darcy's type in the quasi-saturated zone and the generalized Darcy's law in the 
unsaturated zone. 

   We call the ponded infiltration under the condition mentioned above simply as 

ponded infiltration in this paper.
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    (a) unsaturated zone 
    While the moisture content near the upper boundary of the layer does not in-

crease to a large amount, i.e., near saturation, it is considered from the result of the 

ponded infiltration that water and pore-air throughout the entire domain of an un-
saturated layer obeys the generalized Darcy's law. So, the equations of motion for 
water and air are given by 

       v _Das  ±K•(i_apa\  ( 7  )        axaxi 

and 

   aa (  8  )  va=—Ka•(Pa Pax— 
respectively, where 

 D(0)  =  K(0)-   ,  (  9  ) 
                d0 

 =  P.—P. (10) 

and K is the hydraulic conductivity, D the moisture diffusivity, Ka the permeability 
of pore-air,  pw the density -of water,  pa the density of air.  pw is the water pressure 
head, and  ,Jr the capillary potential and to be determined uniquely by  O. 

   The equations of continuity for water and pore-air are given by 

       aoav 
  at +ax=  0  (11) 

and 

 apa(ssat—o)+apava 0
,                                            (12)  a

t  ax 

respectively, where  0  sa, is the volumetric moisture content in saturation. 
   Assuming that pore-air is the perfect gas and changes in the isothermal process, 

the  state equation for air is given by 

 pa =  C  •  (Pao+pa)  C  •  Pa (13) 

where C is a numerical consatnt,  Pa, the atmospheric pressure and  Pa—Pao-FA,. 
   Therefore, the following relation can be derived from the set of fundamental 

equations for the unsaturated zone, Eqs. (7), (8), (11), (12) and (13), by using the 
boundary condition at x=L,  Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), under the condition that saturation 
does not appear in the porous media on the bottom of layer. 

 apa  AD  as  As  +Pa +Ä(1(14) 
    ax K  ax  Pw Pw 

where
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    e (0 sat-0) a adxIKP, , (15) 
                   at 

     Pa(t) =  7'a(x,  t)--41).(x, t) ,  (16) 

 I4PaI/Pa<  1 , (17) 

  A(0) -----   (18) 
             K+K. 

   Here, in order to find out an approximate solution of Eq. (7), Eq. (8), Eq. (11), 
Eq. (13) and Eq. (14), let us assume that the terms  palpw and  A(6-1-palp.,), in 
Eq. (14), can be ignored in comparison with the others as done in our previous  papero. 
Then, Eq. (14) becomes as  follows: 

 ape,  _AD  80   +A (19) 
 ax K ax 

And, the filter velocity of  water', Eq. (7), is also approximated by 

    ^—D(1—A)ao+K(1—A) (20) 

For convenience of obtaining the solution, converting the independent variables 
from x and t to 0 and  t under the assumption that  8 is a single-valued function of x 
at t, Eq. (20), Eq. (19) and the continuity equation of water Eq. (11) are rewritten as 

     •= —D (1—A) I—ax+K(1 —A) , (21) 
                  80 

  apalaxADfax+A— ——(22) 
      aoI80 K ao 

and 

 a,  are                                           (23) 
         at  ao' 

respectively. Let us call Eq. (21) to Eq. (23) as the approximate fundamental equa-

tions for the unsaturated zone. These equations, of course, must be used excluding 
the unsaturated zone of  ariae  >O. 

    (b) quasi-saturated zone 
    In the so-called unconfined infiltration under the same condition as ours, except 

with not a solid but a screen bed, the following is  well-known'). When ponding 
begins to occur on the surface of x=0, the capillary potential at x=0 becomes zero. 
Since, on the other hand, when the growing moisture content at x=0 gets to  61, 
from a smaller value, ideally speaking, the capillary potential at x=0 is defined by 
the water entry value being negative, it must take a certain time till the potential 
reaches from the water entry value to  zero. In this duration caused by the charac-

teristic curve representing the relation between the moisture content and the capillary
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potential of the layer, the saturated zone is formed downwards from the upper bound-
ary of the layer. It is common-sense to consider that a process similar to such a 

forming process of a saturated zone appears in our case as well, and that indeed the 

quasi-saturated zone corresponds to such a saturated zone. 
    So, before ponding, if we assume that the quasi-saturated zone is formed down-

wards from the upper boundary of a layer, according to the similarity to the ponded 

infiltration, the motion of water and pore-air in that zone obey the law of Darcy's 

type given by') 

 b,  =  K,  (  1 _AA Avo)(24) 
                           xi 

and 

   ba _ ja.Pai—Pa0 3(25) 
                           x1 

respectively, where  b is the filter velocity of water,  K the equivalent hydraulic con-
ductivity,  x1 the thickness of the quasi-saturated zone, that is, the x-ordinate of the 
lower boundary of that zone,  pa,,, the water pressure head at  x=0,  p,„ the water  pres-

sure head at  x=x,,b. the filter velocity of pore-air,  Ka the equivalent permeability of 

pore-air,  pao the air pressure in water head at  x=0, and  pa, the air pressure in water 
head at  x=x1. 

(3) Criterion of ponding 
   Before discussing the criterion of ponding, let us derive the formal expression of 

solution with respect to the moisture content of the unsaturated zone. 
   Let us assume that, during a constant rainfall, there remains, at least, the domain 

of  6=00 ahead of the wetting front, that is, the effect of the reflection of a down-
ward penetrating water by the lower boundary of a layer on the advancing wetting 
front is negligible. According to Philip (1973)8), let us define the following function. 

 F  =  v—v° (26) 
 vs  —  v, 

where the suffix s means the value at  x=0 and the suffix 0 means the value at  0=00+. 
   Because of the stage before ponding,  vs is obviously equal to the rainfall intensity, 

q, from Eq.  (1). Since 

    1Pic-->0 at 0—>00+ (27) 
         ao 

by the initial condition of Eq. (5), v at  0=00+ in Eq. (21) becomes 

 v0  -=  {K(1  —A)}, (28) 

Therefore, the function F can be expressed as
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              —D (1 — A48 xo+K(1 — A) — Ko(1 — A„)   F (8, t) (29) 
 q—K0(1  —  A0) 

where F satisfies the following conditions. 

 Fs  =  1 (30) 

 F,=0 (31) 
 1>F>0 (32) 

Since  es depends on  t, the F is also the function of  8 and  Bs. 
    Rearranging Eq. (29) with respect to  axial', we get 

 a,   D(1  —  A)                                             (33)  .T
973  K(1  —  A)  —qF  —K,(1  An)  (1  —F) 

Integrating Eq. (33) with respect to  0, the moisture profile is formally given by 

       = 

  x D(1  —A)              K(1 —A) — qF —K,(1 — A0) (1 —F)34           dB() 

    After partially differentiating Eq. (34) with respect to  t, applying Eq. (30) to 
it, we get 

                                          aF  a, clop  D  (1  —  A) }+C° D (1 —A){q—K,(1A0)} ao
dt St —sdB          ILK@— A)—qs{K(1 —A)—qF —K,(1—A,)(1 —F)}2] (35) 

Since  axiat given by Eq. (35) must satisfy the continuity equation for water, Eq. (23), 
after integrating Eq. (35) with respect to  8 from  80+ to  0  „ using Eq. (1) and Eq. (28), 
we get 

  de --{q —K0(1 
  dtK(1—A)—qis 

            —AGA{ (61—eo)D (1A)1 
                        esD(1—A) fq —K,(1—A0)}8F       aes       +rdO](36) 

                         o{K(1 —A)—qF —K,(1—A0) (1—F)}2 

Eq. (36) gives the formal expression of  0  s(t). 
   Introducing Eq. (36) into Eq. (35), the moving velocity of particular saturation 

is given formally by 

 ax  = {q—K(1 —AO}   a
t 

                                     8F 
                     D(1— A) fq—K,(1  D(1  —  A)   dO 

 iK(1—A)—q isfK(1—A)—qF —K0(1 —A0) (1 —F) 12  
X (37) 

       (0 —00)D(1—A)se  es  D(1  —  A)  {q—  K,(1  —  A0)}asaFO    1IV( 

                                                                                                       8 

        K(1—A)—q+Jood Jo  {K(1  —A)—qF  —K0(1  —  240)  (1  —F)}2
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   Integrating Eq. (22) which is multiplied by  ax/ 00 with respect to  0 and using 

Eq. (33), the profile of pore-air pressure is formally given by 

             SA(1—  P.  P5(0  s, t)+(°sAD de —                      KK(1 —A)—qF—KD,(1A)—A0) (1 —F) d0 (38) 

where  p5(0„ t)  is  pa at  x=0 and obeys Eq. (2). 
   Now, let us advance the discussion with respect to the criterion of ponding. The 

condition that, before the wetting front reaches the bottom of a layer, ponding occurs 
on the upper boundary of that layer, can be considered to be equivalent to such a 
condition that the moisture content at the upper boundary of the layer,  0,, con-
tinues to increase. Since Eq. (21) does not contain the effect of the thickness of 
layer because term in Eq. (14) is neglected, this equation is valid for an arbitrary 
thickness of layer in a mathematical sense. 

   Then, in order to find out the criterion of ponding, let us consider the sufficient-
ly thick layer. 

   Fig. 1 shows the relations between A and  0, and  K(1  —A) and 0 for a sand used 
in experiments, Sand K-7 mentioned in  3.  (1)  . We denote the moisture content at 
the maximum values of  K(l  —A) and  {K(1  —A)—Ko(1-240)}1(0-00) as  0, and 
respectively, though in this figure the initial moisture content,  00, is taken as zero. 
Furthermore, various quantities at  0=0, and  0:=0', are shown by adding the suffix c 
and c', respectively. 
i) the case of  q<  {K(1  —  A)  }, 

   Since the intensity of rainfall, q, is weaker than  {K(1—A)}„ the line, q=con-
stant, intersects at two points with the  K(1 curve as known from Fig. 1. 

      q /I 
 4 1 

          Sand K-7/: 
                           au                            a                                       q 

 -.8   

3  I-A 

 -  .6 

 K-(  1-A 
                    - 2 

                                                                                                  ,.4 

                                       /                    1 

 -.2 
 :/ 

 c                                                    / 
    ,/'e 0                                              csat 

 0 0 
            0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

 a 

                Fig. 1 Relation between  K(1—  A) or A and moisture  con-
                        tent, 0, in the case of Sand K-7, where the value of 

                       in Eq. (56) is taken as 1.8
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Let us denote the lesser of the moisture content at two intersections as  8 which is, 
of course, smaller than  0,. 

   While the value of  0, continues to increase from the initial value, 00, at the 
early stage of rainfall, the denominator in the right side of Eq. (33) has obviously a 
negative sign because of  D(1—A)>0 and  aolax<o. So, it is known that, even 
when  8, reaches  11, the wetting front has not advanced to a sufficient depth. How-
ever, when  0, approaches  B, the denominator at 0=0, becomes zero due to Eq. (30). 
This means that  aoiax,o, that is, the wetting front must have advanced sufficiently 
with a long elapsed time. At the time, furthermore, the rate of penetration of water 
through the upper boundary of the layer is given by q from Eq.  (21). It can be 
concluded from the above consideration that, when 0, approaches  8,  dO,/dt becomes 
zero and, as a result, ponding does not appear. 
   After all, under the condition of  q<  {K(1  —A)}  „ 0, cannot increase over  0  (<0,) 

and so ponding cannot occur. 

ii) the case of  q>  {K(1-A)! 
   Before discussing the criterion of ponding in this case, the several equations 

which are necessary to develop  our considerations are described. 
   According to the result of the ponded  infiltrationi), under the condition that 

the wetting front is advancing with an unchangeable profile and a constant velocity 
into the homogeneous layer satisfying Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), the following relation is 
obtained through Eq. (21) to Eq. (23). 

C—Cr 0*-4. D(1— A)   /c=—c10 (39) 
 \0 —               K (1 —A)—K0(1—A0)e° {K* (1 —At) —K0(1—A0)} 

                                    *—o 
      K*(1 — A*)—K0(1-210)  co* =(40) 

 0*-00 
 0  *<0' (41) 

 P.- (Pa)*ifAD  

  " 

   .co* —4*  AD  (1  —  A)   d0 (42) 

                   —  

             K (1 —A)—K,(1 —A0)°°0 
*— 0,, {K*(1—A*)—K0(1—Ao)} 

where the wetting front is in the range of  00<0  <0  *, being  dC1d0-3 at  0=0*_,  co* 
the moving velocity of wetting front,  zl* a certain small positive value, C the moving 
co-ordinate with the velocity of  co*,  CI, C at  0  =0  *-4*, and  (pa)1,  p, at And 
the suffix * means the quantity at  C=C*,, i.e.,  0=0*_. Eq. (39) and Eq. (42) give 
the relative profile of wetting front and pore-air pressure, respectively. 

   If the following relation is satisfied in Eq. (21) 

 K(1—A)>  D(1  —A)1  a—x (43) 
 ao
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the continuity equation of water, Eq. (23), is approximated as follows by introducing 
Eq. (43) into it. 

 80  +dK(1—  A)  80  —  0  (44) 
     at  dO ax 

The differential equation of Eq. (44) is equivalent to the following relation. 

 0  = constant on dx dK(1—A)(45) 
              dt  dO 

   Now, we denote the moisture content at the upper boundary of a layer at the 

ponding time as  0., which is expected to be larger than  O. In order to find out the 
criterion of ponding, let us assume that  d0  sIdt approaches zero and  0s approaches a 
certain value,  0,. being smaller than  0„„ with a long elapsed time. Then, it is 
known from Eq. (34) that, as time goes by, the moisture content,  O, satisfying the 
relation of  K(1—A)—K,(1  —F  {q—K,(1—A0)} = 0 is possible to appear at a 
certain depth. This moisture content  O is not equal to  OS„ due to Eq. (30) and 
the condition of q>  {K(1—A)}. And, at the stage of  Os the wetting front 
obviously must have advanced sufficiently deeply. Since the moisture content just 
behind the deeply advanced wetting front is held constant,  0* defined by the rela-
tions from Eq. (39) to Eq. (42) can be applied to  0 or the smallest of  0;„ being, of 
course, omitted for the case of  4=0„ if there are several values of  O. 

   Let us set the plausible condition that, as time goes by, the wetting front 
advances with an unchangeable profile and a constant velocity. So, the wetting 
front exists in the range of  0,<0  <0*. The moisture content in the range of  0,> 

 0>0* must satisfy  the condition of Eq. (43) and the  0* must be consistent with  0', 

(see Appendix). 
   On the other hand, integrating the continuity equation of water, Eq. (23), with 

respect to 0, we get the relation,axd0=vs—v". Since  vs and  14 are equal to q 
                          at 

and  {K(1  —A)} respectively, the integral is equal to  q—  {K(1  —A)}'. However, 

since we also get the relation,°sa—xdO =  {K(1—A)}  s—{K(1—A)}  /, from Eq. (45), 
 o3 at 

both the values of above integral are not equal because of the condition that 

[{K(1—A)} 1          s., max =  {IC  (  1  —A)}<q. That is, the continuity equation of water is not 
satisfied. This means that the assumption of  desldt—>0 and  0,—>0„ with a long 
elapsed time is unreasonable. Therefore, in the case of q>  {K(1 —  A)}„,  dOsIdt has a 

positive sign.  It follows that  Os must continue to increase to  Om. As a result, pond-
ing can occur at a certain time. 

   The criterion of rainfall intensity whether ponding appears or not is given by 
 q=  {K(1—A)},. Although this value is consistent with the lower critical infiltration
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 rate in the ponded  infiltration') (see  3.(2)), this consistency is physically plausible 
  and reasonable.  

. (4) Solution by the approximate method 

     (a) approximate method 
     The formal solution of the approximate fundamental equation for the unsatu-

 ratde zone, Eqs. (34), (36), (37) and (38), contains the unknown function  F(0, t) or 

 F(6, 0,). So, F must be determined practically. 

     Let us use the following iterative method according to Philip and Knight  (1974)9). 

 At first, let us consider that F in i-th approximation,  F1, is given. The right side of 
 Eq. (37), in which F is replaced by  F1, is represented as  (ax/at)1. Next, accord-

 ing to the definition of F given by Eq. (29), F in  (i+  1)th approximation,  F1+1, is 
 defined by 

     C°(3dB.7C)de)(46) 
               Joo\atii ea at i 

 And then by repeating these procedures,  Fi+„(n>2) can be gotten formally. There-
 fore, if a proper FN is determined, 0,(t) in N-th approximation can be determined 

 by solving Eq. (36). Using  es(t), the profiles of the moisture and the pore-air 

 pressure  are determined from Eq. (34) and Eq. (38), respectively. 

     (b) second approximation 
     Following Parlange  (1972)'), let us give the following relation as F1. 

 F,  =  1 (47) 

 By using Eq. (47) and according to article (a), we get easily 

  F2 8-4° (48) 
                   0,-0, 

 If Eqs. (34), (36), (37) and (38) are expressed by using Eq. (48), these are given by 

 — 

  x =  D(1—A)   de (49) 
               K(1—A)—K,(I —A0)—{q—K,(1 —A0)}:0481  

 de,  _   q—K0(1—A0)  
         dt 1(0 —0,)D(1—A)1 q—K,(1-44,)  x 

 K(1—A)—q  es-0, 

  (50) 
 D(1 —A)                   es' es                             e 

    dB s— eo                                                        2d°               80 8 {K(1 —A)—K,(1—A—0                                 )-8 —K°(1 —,40)}]                                                     es0
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 D(1—A)  q—K,(1-240) 

       {q—K0(1-4) } K(1—A)—q40,-0,   at(B -0 °) D(1—A}_q—K,(1—A0)  
                   K(1 — A)is  O-00 

                         00° D(I —  A)    cos0 s_00  
 2d0           J° [K(1—A)—K,(1 —A)— —K(1-411 

                       °ooLq 
                                          s—  

                    o— o° D(1 —A)  (51) 

     Vsder Os— 00 dO              e° [K (1 —A)—K,(1-210)0—00,q_                                   Ko(1—A0)}] 
                                                0,—, 

  rsADcos ADO— A)     dOdO (52)   Pa = Pas+J
oK30K(1 —A)—K,(1 A0) —                                       °O{q—K0 (1_40} 

                                               6C-00.1 

   These equations are the solutions of second  approximation. The expression of 
the solutions of further higher orders of approximation can be obtained mechanically 
but tediously. 

   Eq. (49) and Eq. (50) are equivalent to the equations in the second approxima-
tion obtained independently by  Mcwhorter4) through Parlage's method. 

   (c) accuracy of the solution of second approximation 
   It is known easily from Eq. (49) and Eq. (52) that the solution of the second ap-

proximation is characterized by the following condition. 
                                 00  

                                      —0        K(1 —A)—K,(1—A,)—{q—K,(1,40)}°—>0 (53) 
                                               0,, 

In other words, since the value of x given by Eq. (49) approaches infinity when Eq. 

(53) is satisfied, the wetting front goes down to a deep enough position. This means 
that it takes an infinite time to satisfy such a condition. 

   Now, in Fig. 1, since  05 increases from left to right when a rainfall continues, 
the condition given by Eq. (53) is satisfied on the  K(1  —A)-curve between  0, and 
and on the tangent line between  O' and  0  sa,. On the other hand, as shown already 
in section (3), in the case of  q<{K(1—A)},,  Os can approach the  K(1  —A)-curve and 
no ponding appears, and in the csae of q>  {1((1  —A)}„  05 beocmes  O. and ponding 
appears. It is, therefore, convenient to examine the accuracy of the solution of 
second approximation in the four regions of as shown in  Fig  .1, that is  q<qic,  q'<q< 

 q„  qc<q<qs and  q>q,, where  {K(1—  A)}  '„  q,--,--{K(1—A)}, and  q5—RIC(1—A)Y, 
 —K0(1  —  AA  •  (0  sat-00)1(0',-0,)+Ko(1  —  A0)  . In this figure,  0, is set zero as men-

tioned before. 
   The case of  q<{K(1—A)}  ,  In this case, the value of  0, of the approximate 
solution can increase from  0, to on on the  K(1  —A)-curve after a long elapsed time. 
Therefore, a high level of accuracy of the solution is expected, at least, after enough 
time has passed. The advancing wetting front may be approximated as  follows:
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 X(0, t) =  co*  •  (t—to)  +2,0(0) (54) 

where  t, is the time when  8461 becomes about  o)* given by Eq. (40) in which  0* 
is replaced by  a, and  x,(0) is the moisture profile at  t=t0 and corresponds to  C—C1, 
in Eq. (39). So, using Eq. (49) and Eq. (54), Eq. (52) is rewritten as 

        a(0P.(0s—I) +60*-4* AD                            0  R.  (10  —A(0  ,—.61*)  •  z,,(0)} 
 +A(0  ,—  4*)  •  co*•  (t—t0) (55) 

where  4* is the small quantity when the range of integral in Eq. (49),  (0, 0,), is 
divided into (0,  0—A*) and  (0,-4,0,). 

   Since  pa(0,-4*, t) is nearly equal to zero by the condition of Eq. (2), it is 
known that, according to the time elapsed, the pore-air pressure at the point having 
the particular 0 along the wetting front reaches the condition so that it increases 
linearly with time and its rate of change is independent of 0. 
   The case of  {K(1—A)}',<q<  {(K  (1  —  A)  lc In this case, the value of 0, of the 
approximate solution cannot approach 0 on the  K(1—A)-curve. Even with a long 
elapsed time, no ponding will appear. Since, however, the difference between the 

 K(1  —A)-curve and the tangent line is small, the accuracy of the approximate solu-
tion is expected to hold in some degree. 
   The case of  IK(1  —A)}  c<  q  <  [{1C-(1  —A)}—K,(1—  AA-  (0  sai-00)1(0',-0,)+ 

 Ko(1—,40) In this case, the value of 0, of the approximate solution approaches 0 
on the tangent line after the long elapsed time and no ponding appears. For this 
range of rainfall intensity, q, however, it is already known that ponding occurs and 

 0 becomes  8m. So some error is contained in the approximate solution, especially, 
in the occurrence condition of ponding. 

   The case of  q>[{K(1—A)}'—K,(1—A0)]-(0,a,-0)1(01,-0„)+K,(1—A0) It is 
known from Eq. (49) or Eq. (50) that the value of 0, of the approximate solution 
can continue to increase to  0.. The solutions in this case satisfy the condition that 
ponding can appear as expected in section (3). Since the solution does not contain 
the limiting state showing characteristic properties in the range of  q>  {K(1—A)}, 
as mentioned in section (3), we cannot investigate the degree of accuracy of the ap-
proximate solution. The approximate solution in this case will be examined from 
a different view of point as described below. 

    (d) comparison with the solution by the finite difference method 
    Let us examine the degree of accuracy of the approximate solution by using the 

finite difference method for the original fundamental equation. The Newton-
Raphson method was applied to obtain the finite difference scheme. 

    Fig.  2(a) and (b) show the comparison concerning the moisture content at  x=0, 
 0  „ the depth of the wetting front,  x  f, and the pore-air pressure at  pa,, where 

the layer is made of Sand K-7 shown later in Fig. 3, the initial moisture content has 
very small value, and the thickness of layer is 170 cm. The  paL of the approximate
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solution is shown by the value of Eq. (52) at  0—>  0+. The  xf in both solutions is 
shown by the value of x with respect to  0=0.2. The rainfall intensity is a little 

greater than  11C(1—A)Y8satiC in the former figure, and is intermediate between 
 {K(1  —A)}, and  {./C(1  —A)},10,,„10', in the latter figure. It seems from Fig. 2(a) that 

both solutions agree well. It seems from Fig. 2(b) that, although the values of  Os 
and  PaL agree well till  Os becomes about 0.39 (being about Or), after that, as time 
goes by, the values of approximate solutions depart from those by the finite difference 
method. However, in spite of these departures, both  xf terms are seemed to agree 
well. These departures are especially considered to be caused by the degree of 
accuracy of the approximation. 

   The following is concluded from article (c) and the results of comparison, though 
 0m in calculations is taken as  Osat. 

   In the case that q is more than  {K(1  —A)}',Osai/V but is not sufficiently great, 
the approximation of Eq. (14) by Eq. (19) seems to be possible and the approximate 
solution is of high accuracy. However, in the case when q is especially great, the ap-
plication of Eq. (19) will remain a problem with the elapsed time because, as known 
also from Fig. 2 and Fig. 5 shown later, the change rate of pore-air pressure increases 
greatly with time. 

   In the case of  {K(1  —A)},<q<  {  (K(1  —A)}',OsatI0', the application of Eq. (19) 
is considered to be possible. However, since  O never increases to  0„„ the use of 
the approximate solution is not available over the large  Os. So, the application of 
this solution may be limited in range till  Os becomes  0,. 

   In the case of  {K(1  —A)}1,<q<  {K(1  —A)}„ according as  Os approaches the 

point on the tangent line, the degree of accuracy of the approximate solution be-
comes lower. 

   In the case of  q<  {K(1  —A)}', we did not try the comparison. However, the 
application of Eq. (19) may be possible because the change rate of pore-air pressure 
does not become obviously so great compared with the case of Fig. 2(a) (see Figs. 

 15(b) and  17). So, from the result obtained in article (c) the approximate solution 
can be available with high accuracy, except for only a very deep layer. 

   After all, taking care of the range of application mentioned above, the approximate 
solution can be applied usefully instead of the solution of the finite difference method. 

   In the calculation by the finite difference method for  Fig.  2(a) and (b),  tlx=1 
cm and  zit=-0.5 sec were used as grid difference. The calculating times by FACOM 

 230-48 are very long, that is, about 13 hrs for Fig. 2(a) and 24 hrs for Fig. 2(b). 
However, in the case of the approximate solution, it takes only about  1/30 of the time 
taken by the finite difference method. 

3. Experiments and several considerations 

(1) Apparatus and method of the experiment 
   A homogeneous layer is made of two kinds of naturally air-dried sand, Sand K-7
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and Sand K-6 shown in Fig. 3, being inserted into a lucite cylinder of 18.5 cm in 
inner diameter and 170 cm in length with a bottom solid plate. Around the upper 

part of the cylinder, a receiver for the water overflowing from its upper edge is in-
stalled. The upper boundary of a layer, i.e., the sand surface is horizontal and 0.5 
cm deep under the upper boundary of the cylinder. So, the layer is 169.5 cm in 
thickness, and when ponding occurs on the sand surface, its maximum depth is nearly 
equal to 0.5 cm. The degree of compactness of sand layer is 1.41-1.39  gr/cm3 for 
Sand K-7 and 1.43-1.42  gr/cm3 for Sand K-6, and the porosity is almost 0.46 in 
both. 
   Water supply simulating rainfall is done on the sand surface as uniformly as 

possible with a constant intensity by the following apparatus. The apparatus is 
made of four parts connected to each other with vinyl tubes, that is, in order of flow 
direction, a water tank, a pump, a flow meter and a thin cylindrical case. This 
case is 18.5 cm in inner diameter, 5 cm in depth and bounded by plates at both 
boundaries. On the upper plate, a cock is connected and, on the bottom plate, 
many injection needles of 0.8 mm in inner diameter are installed. The flow meter 
has also the faculty to make the flow stable. The sand surface is covered with a 
fine mesh to protect it from the impact of ranidrops before ponding. 

   The moisture content and the pore-air pressure are usually measured during an 
experiment. Especially, after ponding occurs on the sand surface and then its water 
overflows from the upper edge of the cylinder, the infiltration rate is measured. The 
moisture content is measured by an electric capacitance method (see reference  1)). 
The pore-air pressure is measured by a pressure gauge set on the side wall near the 
bottom of a layer. The infiltration rate is estimated by subtracting the discharge of 
overflowing water mentioned above from the intensity of the water supply. 

   Experiments are carried out in an air conditioned room at about  21°C, till the 
wetting front reaches the bottom of a layer. 

(2) Comparison of the experimental result with the calculated one 
   The calculated result mentioned here is by the approximate solution, that is,
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the solution in the second approximation in 2.(4). 

   (a) effect of the permeability of pore-air on the approximate solution 
   The permeability of pore-air,  IC  a(0)  , for the experimental sand is not measured. 

So, before comparison, let us examine the effect of the permeability of the pore-air on 
the calculated value of approximate solution, in advance. We assume the function 
of  K  G(0) as  follows.11) 

 Ka(0)  =  K  (0  sat)  11,0   .  (1  ) (56) 
 sat 

where  ii. and  /4,, are the coefficient of viscosity of water and pore-air, respectively, 
and  A a positive numerical constant. The effects of the parameter 2 in Eq. (56) on 
the depth of the wetting front, the pore-air pressure ahead of the wetting front and 
the moisture content at the sand surface are shown in Fig. 4. The layer consists 
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of Sand K-7, the rainfall intensity is  q=6.95 x  10-3 cm/sec being in the condition of 
q>  {K(1  —  A)}`,0  satit  ci  • Furthermore, the wetting front and the pore-air pressure are 
represented by 0=0.2 in Eq. (49) and evaluated at  6—>0+ in Eq. (52), respectively. 
The moisture content at x=0 is calculated by Eq. (50). The procedure of calcula-
tion is explained in 2. (4)  (a). In this case, the range of the  A-value is referred to the 
result mentioned in the next article  (b). Especially, the broken line in this figure is 
described by the value of the moisture content at  x=0 as a parameter. Although 
the difference of the 2-value has great effect upon the pore-air pressure as  0s increases 
over 0,^,---0.42 (corresponding to about  91  % of saturation). In such a stage of  0s 
the value of air pressure at the particular value of  0s seems to be nearly independent 
of the  A-value. The wetting front seems to advance along an unique line. However, 
the depth of wetting front at  O  s=  0  sat, shown by a black circle, differs by the 2-value.
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   (b) experiment in which ponding occurs 
i) before ponding 

    a. pore-air pressure 
   The comparisons between the observed values of pore-air pressure and the cal-

culated ones are shown in Fig.  5(a) for Sand K-7 and (b) for Sand K-6, where the 
observed values are described till the time just after ponding occurs. The A-value 

in calculation is selected as the calculated value agrees well with the observed one. 
The  2-value obtained in various experiments for Sand K-7 is 1.4-1.6 and almost 
about 1.5. However, the  2-value for Sand K-6 was scattered over a relatively wide 
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range, 1.31-2.37 (except one special case, being smaller than 1.9) and an approxi-
mate unique value could not be determined as with Sand K-7. The following prop-
erty of the change of observed pore-air pressure is known from these figures. 

  1. The pore-air pressure increases in the state of  cPpadde>0 till a certain time, t2. 
  2. From a certain time, 11, between t=0 and  t=t„ the pore-air pressure increases 

     remarkably. 
   Plotting the relation between the depth of wetting front at  t=t, and the pore-

air pressure at the same time, we get Fig. 6, where a black and a white circle show 

the cases that ponding was observed and those that ponding was not observed but 
 cl2Padde showed a positive sign, respectively. A group of lines with various values 

of  Bs as a parameter in this figure is the calculated values when  2=1.5. It seems 
from this figure that the observed values are about between the calculated values of 

 0,=0.42 and  O=0.43, i.e., the degree of saturation is  0.425/0.46  x  100=92%, and 
these obey the straight broken line in this figure. Let us examine the gradient of 
broken line. From Eq. (34) and Eq. (38), the following relation is obtained. 

 apaL  = COs   AD(1  —A)F   df f Os   D(1  —  A)   dB  (57) 
 ax  f {K(1 — A) —qF}2  f o+ {K(1 — A) — qF}2 

where  x  f and  paL are x in Eq. (34) and  pa in Eq. (38) at  0  --> 0 +, respectively. The 
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maximum of rainfall intensity in our experiment is about twice as large as 
 {K(1—A)}. Considering that the maximum value of  D(1  —A) appears to be about 

 0=0, and the shape of profile of  D(1—A) is similar to that of  K(1  —A), and referring 
to Eq. (48) as the shape of the function F, the integral of the numerator in the right 
side of Eq. (57) is to be determined at the moisture content in the neighbourhood of 

 0, because  0e>  Os. So,  apada.xf in Eq. (57) can be approximated by  A(0C). By using 
the value, 0.17, of the gradient of the broken line in Fig. 6, we can know that the 
moisture content under the condition of  A(0)  =0.17 is equal to that of  0,, i.e., about 
0.39. 
   Although, in the case of Sand K-6, we could not obtain the relation between 
the observed value and the calculated one as in Fig. 6, it was noted that the observed 
values scatter nearly around a straight broken line and the value of its gradient is 
equal to about that in the case of Sand K-7. 

   After all, when the increasing moisture content at x=0 reaches about 90% of 
saturation, the pore-air pressure begins to increase abruptly and the rate of change 
of the pore-air pressure with the depth of wetting front at the same time is approx-
imated by  A(0,). 

   Next, let us examine the situation at the stage of t=t2. According to the de-
tailed observation under the experiment, the time t2, that is, the time showing the 
point of inflection in Fig. 5 is nearly consistent with the time when ponding begins 
to occur on the sand surface. So, hereafter, let us call  t=t2 as the ponding time 
and denote this ponding time as  to. Plotting the relation between the observed 
depth of wetting front at the ponding time and the rainfall intensity by using a black 
circle, Fig. 7 is obtained. The larger the ponding time is, the deeper the wetting 
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front advances. So, it seems from this figure that the ponding time becomes long 
as the rainfall intensity decreases and, especially, long enough as its intensity ap-

proaches a particular lower limiting value expected from 2. (3), and that this limiting 
value is at least less than that of the saturated hydraulic conductivity  (6.5  X  10' 

 cm/sec for Sand K-7). In this figure, the same relation obtained by the calculation 

using 2=1.5 is also described by a groupe of curves having the various of  O as a 

parameter. Although some problems remain with the direct comparison of the 
observed value with the calculated one when  Os approaches saturation as mentioned 
later, it seems from this figure that the observed values show similar curves to the 
calculated ones, and that  07„ is at least greater than  61, (about 0.39) and near  60„, 

(about 0.46). The result of  0„,>0, gives a guarantee the result of the theoretical 
analysis obtained in 2. (3). Since the layer has practically a finite thickness, the 
condition when ponding occurs is to be dependent not only on the rainfall intensity 
but also on the thickness of layer. So, if the thickness of layer is given, the value 

of the critical rainfall intensity for occurring of ponding can be estimated from this 
figure, by using the condition that ponding occurs when the wetting front reaches the 
bottom. 
    b. moisture profile 

   The observed moisture profile in the case of Sand K-7 and q=5.29  X  10'  cmisec, 
corresponding to Fig. 5(a), is shown in Fig. 8 by using the mass wetness, m, as a 

moisture content. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are the calculated moisture profile and the 
calculated moving velocity of particular moisture content by Eq. (51),  axiat, under 
the same condition as Fig. 8, respectively. Although the moisture content near the 
sand surface at  t=ti, (about 4500 sec) cannot be estimated exactly from Fig. 8 be-
cause of a certain degree of inaccuracy of measurement, its value becomes very 
large (the saturated mass wetness is  0.32-0.33). This result guarantees the result 
obtained  from. Fig. 7 wherein  Os at the ponding time approaches about On On the 
other hand, when we focus the state of the moisture profile at  t=5138 sec in Fig. 9, 
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it seems that the point of inflection appears in the part of large moisture  content. 
And it seems from Fig. 10 that, as time goes by,  axot in the range of  0<about 
0.36  (0,10.39) decreases and then approaches a certain value being independent 
of 0, and that  axiat in the range of  0>about 0.4 decreases also and then has a 
very small value compared with that in the range of  0<about 0.36. This means 
that according to the elapsed time the transmission zone is formed and develops in 

the range of about 0.4>8>0.36, and that the point of inflection appears in the 
moisture profile. 

   c. advancement of wetting front 
   Fig. 11(a) and (b) show the comparison of the observed advancement of wett-

ing front with the calculated one by Eq. (49), where each corresponds to Fig. 5(a) 
and (b), respectively. It seems from these figures that the observed values agree 
well with the calculated ones and the wetting front advances with a nearly constant 
velocity except near the beginning of an experiment. This latter point is consistent 
with the calculated result mentioned in Fig. 10. 
ii) just before ponding 

   a. conditional equation for the quasi-saturated zone 
   Referring to  2.(2) (b), let us consider that the domain  of  0<x  <x,(t) is the quasi-

saturated zone and has a particular moisture content,  O., and the domain of  x>x, 
is the unsaturated zone. From this, the filter velocity of water in the quasi-saturated 
zone is given by
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   Fig. 11 Changes of the observed and calculated depths of wetting front, in the case of  Fig.  5 

          (a) in the case of Sand K-7 
          (b) in the case of Sand K-6 

 i)  =  q (58) 

Applying Eq. (58) to the equations of movement in the quasi-saturated zone, Eq. 

(24) and Eq. (25), the pore-air pressure at the lower boundary of the zone and the 
thickness of the zone are given by 

 Pal  =  (  I  —  ar)  •  (xi-1k'  +Ike) (59) 
and 

             ark.Iq   X i =(lbst+Ifro) ) (60) 
 1  —arifq 

respectively, where 

                                ka       = —r(t)i), (61) ar =   AA , (62)                                              K
ad-rK 
 *1 =Pwl—Pal  5 (63)Via =  P  wo  —  P  ao^m  P  tao (64) 

 *0 and  *1 are the capillary potential at x=0 and  x=x1,  respectively. From Eqs. (59) 
and (60), the following relation is obtained. 

 p01  _  1  —  ar.  q (65) 
     x1  ar  i 

   In order to determine the profile of moisture content and pore-air pressure in
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the unsaturated zone, let us approximately consider  F(8, t) defined by Eq . (29) as 
the F at the time when 0, becomes  Om,  Fm. So, from Eqs. (34) and (38), the fol-
lowing relation is easily obtained. 

 x  =  xi_ (On=  D(1—A)   dO  (66) 
 K(1—A)—qF„, 

              (6,AD dO fen,  AD(1—A)   dO (67)        PaPal+J
O KK(1—A)—qF„, 

Since  F„, is a function of only 0, (x—x1) by Eq. (66) and  (pa  Pa,) by Eq. (67) are 
determined only by 0. 

   Therefore, the pore-air pressure at the lower boundary of a layer,  pa,, which 
can be approximated by  pa at  0-->-0, is given by 

 fiaz.(/)  --=PaL(t)+Pai(t) (68) 

where  t is the time when  Os increases to  0m. And by the continuity equation of 
water, the following relation is gotten. 

 xi  =  q-(t—t)161. (69) 

The moisture profile in  0<0„„ of course, advances downwards unchangeably with 
a constant velocity,  O.. Using Eqs. (68), (69) and (65),  ar defined in Eq. (62) is 
expressed as, 

      1  =  I  +   0.1(  .PaL(1)  —PaL(t) (70) 
 a,.  q2  t—  t 

and using Eqs. (59), (60) and (68),  (-1/P1+1/r0) is expressed  as 

                 lq           +* 0=1—1—arak ftPaL (t) —PaL (T)} (71) 

                                         , 

   b. consideration of the experimental result 
   Let us examine the changes of a,. and  (---i/PH-IM by using the observed  pore-

air pressure,  paL, through Eq. (70) and Eq. (71), respectively. Since the values of 

and  0„„ must be determined in advance, let us define here  K as the hydraulic con-
ductivity corresponding to about 91  c,';„ saturation by referring to the result of the 

ponded  infiltration') and  8,, as the moisture content at So, the value of  0„, 
is about 0.42 for Sand K-7 from Fig. 6. In Sand K-6, let us consider  0,,, also as 
0.42. 
   Fig.  12(a), (b) and (c) show the changes of a,. and  (--th-HG0) with time in the 
cases of Sand K-7,  q=9.10  x  10-3  cm/sec, Sand K-7,  q=5.29  x  10-3  cm/sec  and Sand 
K-6,  q=1.64 x  10-2 cm/sec, respectively, where the time axis is taken as t—t1. In 
these figures,  ar is plotted by a black circle and  (  +10) by a white one. Especial-
ly, the values of  ar at  t=  t1 and  t=t2, and the value of  (—*H--yfr,o) at  t=t2, in the
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            Fig. 12 Changes of  a, and ( —ifri +IA)) 

                     (a) in the case of Sand K-7 and  q=9.10  x  10-3 cm/sec 
                    (b) same as (a), but  q=5.29  x  10-3 cm/sec 

                    (c) in the case of Sand K-6 and  q=1.64  x  10  -2 cm/sec 

case of Sand K-7, are shown in Fig.  I3(a) and (b), respectively. In Fig. 13(a),  a, 
 are plotted by a black and a white circle at  t=t1 and  t=t„ respectively. Fig. 14 

(a) and (b) for Sand K-6 correspond to Fig. 13(a) and (b), respectively. From 
these figures, the following is  known: 

  1. Although  a,.(t) decreases more or less linearly with time, its decrement from 
 t=t1 to  t=  t2 is small. 

 2. The values of  a,. at t=t1 and t=t2 are about 0.7-0.6 and 0.6-0.5, respectively. 
 3. The value of  (*0-1fr) grows continuously. 

 4. The value of  (—*0+*1) at  t=t2 becomes about the water entry value,  *, 

     (about —20 cmAq for Sand K-7 and about —12 cmAq for Sand K-6).
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                The change of a,. According to the research on ponded  infiltrations), just after 

            the beginning of the experiment employing Sand K-7 and Sand K-6,  ar decreases 
             abruptly from about 0.6 and then approaches a constant value,  ac(about 0.3)  asymp-

            totically. This change of a,. is caused by the decrease of  K., that is, the increase of 
             the resistance for the movement of pore-air through the quasi-saturated zone. 

              If we replace K by  K(0.) and  Ka by  K0(0.) in Eq. (62) at  t=t1 and assuming 
            that  r=1, we get the relation of  a,.(11)=1—A(0,,,), where  A(0) is defined in Eq. 

            (18). Although the value of  1—A(0m) by using  2=1.5 in Eq. (56) for Sand K-7 
            is shown in Fig. 13(a) by a broken line, this value is not only consistent with the 
            value of a,. at  t=t, but also with that at the beginning time of the ponded infiltra-

             tion mentioned above. From these facts, we can be sure of the condition that the
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quasi-saturated zone is formed after  t=t,. And we can state  that the resistance of 
pore-air escape from the sand surface grows from  t=  t, to  t=t„. 

   The change of  (1,/r0—ifr1) Since  ifro at the ponding time may be considered to 

be zero, the value of at that time is expected to become about the water entry 
value. So, we can state that, at the ponding time, the capillary  potential at the 
lower end of the quasi-saturated zone is about the water entry value. 

   (c) experiment in which ponding does not occur 
   The change of the pore-air pressure and the depth of the wetting front in the 

experiment using Sand K-7 where ponding has not been observed are shown in 
Fig. 15(a) and (b), where each condition of the rainfall intensity is 4.21 x  10-3 and 
3.29 x  10-3  cm/sec, respectively. And the calculated values according to Eq. (49) 
and Eq. (52) rae described also in these figures. It seems from these figures that 
the observed pore-air pressure changes as  d2paild12>0 for  q=4.21  x  10-3  cm/sec and 
as  dpaddt=0 for  q,--3.29 x  10-3  cm/sec. The observed moving velocity of wetting 
front in q=3.29 x  10-3 cm/sec seems constant. And it is concluded that all calculated 
values except the air pressure in  q=--4.21  x10-3  cm/sec agree well with the observed 
ones. 
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   The observed moisture profiles are shown in Fig. 16(a) and (b), corresponding 
to Fig. 15(a) and (b), respectively. The following is observed from these figures. 
The moisture content near the sand surface for q=4.21  X  10-3 cm/sec increases con-
tinuously and then finally reaches a very high value. The profile exhibits the point 
of inflection at a relatively large moisture content and the transmission zone develops 
near this point with the elapsed time. On the other hand, for q=3.29 x  10-3 cm/sec, 
the moisture content near the sand surface reaches a nearly constant value after a 
relatively short elapsed time and the profile behind the wetting front exhibits 

 490/8x=0. 
   The reason why ponding does not occur is obviously based on the lack of thick-
ness of the layer and/or the weakness of the rainfall intensity. The observed situation 
of the change of pore-air pressure and of the moisture profile for  q=4.21 x  10-3  cm/sec 
are similar to those shown in article (b), that is, in the case where ponding is ob-
served. The change of pore-air pressure and the advancement of the wetting front 
in the experiment for q=3.29  X  10-3  cm/sec are consistent with the results in Eq. 
(55) and Eq. (54) under the condition that  q<{K(1—A)}',. Since the observed 
pore-air pressure for q=3.95 x  10-3 cm/sec is known to change as  d2p„Idt2>0, we 
can know that the value of  IK(1—A)}0 is between 3.95  X  10'  cm/sec and 3.29  X  10-' 
cm/sec. On the other hand, estimating the value of  IK(1  —A)  }, by using Eq. (56) 
with 2=1.5, we get about 3.9 x  10' cm/sec. This value satisfies the range men-
tioned above.
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   As mentioned above, the discrepancy that the calculated pore-air pressure for 

 q-4.21 x  10-3  cm/sec begins to depart from the observed one with elapsed time, 
seems to be caused by the inaccuracy of the approximate solution mentioned in 
2.(4) (c). For reference, the change of pore-air pressure and the advancement of 
the wetting front in the experiment using Sand K-6 under the condition that 

 q<  IK(1  —A)  I', are shown in Fig. 17. We can also find out similar characteristic 
changes to Fig. 15(b). 
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          Fig. 17 Changes of the observed pore-air pressure and the depth of wetting 
                 front in the case of Sand K-6 

   Lastly, let us examine the permeability of pore-air in  0<0". Applying the 

phenomenological characteristics as shown in Fig. 15(b) and Fig. 17 to Eq. (54) 
and Eq. (55), the permeability of pore-air at  0=0, is easily given by 

 Ka(0)  =  0..),01dPaL for 0  =  qico* (72) 
 dt 

where  (3, is replaced by 0. The application of Eq. (72) is done as follows. In the 
case of Sand K-7 and  q=3.29 x  10-3  cm/sec as shown in Fig. 15(b),  a)* and  dpaddt 
are estimated to be 9.84  x  10' cm/sec and 6.17  x  10'  cmAq/sec, respectively. Intro-
ducing these values into Eq. (72), we get 0=0.347 and Ka= 5.05 x  10-2  cm/sec. 
Introducing these values of 0 and Ka to Eq. (56), the value of 2 is 1.4. This 2-value 
is nearly consistent with that mentioned above.
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4. Infiltration after ponding 

(1) Experimental result 
   The changes of the depth of wetting front, the pore-air pressure and the infiltra-

tion rate in the experiment using Sand K-7 are shown in Fig. 18(a), (b) and (c) 
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       Fig. 18 Changes of the depth of wetting front, the infiltration rate and the pore-air 

              pressure ahead of wetting front in the case of Sand K-7 
              (a)  q=9.10  x  10-3cm/see 

              (b)  q=5.78 x  10-3  cm/sec 
             (c)  X  10-3 cm/sec 

by using squares, and white and black circles, respectively, where each case is under 
the condition of  q=9.10  x  10-3,  5.78  x  10-3 and  5.29  x  10'  cm/sec. The specially 
large black circle exhibits the ponding time. The meaning of the broken line de-
scribed in these figure will be given later. The change of pore-air pressure de-
scribed in Fig. 18, but during a relatively short time after ponding, is shown in Fig. 
19.  Fig: 20 shows the observed changes of the infiltration rate and the pore-air 

pressure at the lower boundary  of a layer in the case of the ponded  infiltration') by 
using a black circle and a white one, respectively, where the layer is made of initially 
air-dried Sand K-7. Its thickness is 169 cm and the ponding depth is 1 cm. The 

ponded infiltration may be considered to correspond to the case where the rainfall 
intensity is sufficiently strong to the rate of infiltration capacity. The following is 
concluded from Fig. 18 to Fig. 20 and the figures of the other cases. 

   Infiltration rate f The infiltration rate decreases with the elapsed time as 
efldt2<0 on the average and then approaches a particular value,  fo„, being inde-

pendent of the rainfall intensity asymptotically. The value of the decreasing in-
filtration rate becomes smaller than 3.9 x  10' cm/sec mentioned in  3.  (2)  (c), i.e. the 
value of  {K(1—A)}, and that of the ponded infiltration shown in Fig. 20 approaches 
3.7 x  10-3  cm/sec. The changing figure, however, is similar to that of the ponded 
infiltration. 
    Pore-air pressure The pore-air pressure increases remarkably just after the
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           Fig. 20 Changes of the infiltration rate and the pore-air pressure at the 

                  bottom of a layer in ponded infiltration 

ponding time (roughly speaking, till the time designated by a white mark in Fig. 
19), and then it grows moderately and finally becomes more or less linear with time. 
The changing figure is similar to that of the ponded infiltration. Especially, the 
duration from the ponding time to the time shown by a white mark in Fig. 19 is 
about constant (800 sec in Sand K-7), though its reason is not obvious.
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   Wetting front The wetting front advances with decreasing moving velocity and 

then becomes more or less linear with time. 

   In the case of the ponded  infiltration'), as time goes by, the infiltration rate, the 

moving velocity of wetting front and the change rate of pore-air pressure ahead of 

the wetting front are known to be given by 

 foo  =  {K(1—A)}„ (73) 

           IK(1—A)1"—K0(1 —4)  
           co,  =(74) 

                        01 —0, 
and 

    =  A(01)•  co, , (75) 

respectively. In our experiment, we can replace  0, in Eq. (74) by zero. There-
fore, in the case of Sand K-7, the values of Eq. (73), Eq. (74) and Eq. (75) are es-
timated on the average as  3.5  x  10-3  cm/sec,  9.5  x  10' cm/sec and  1.9  x  10-3  emAcd 

 see. For example, in the case of  q=9.10x  10-3 cm/sec shown in Fig.  18(a), we 
can estimate the value of the infiltration rate, the moving velocity of wetting front 
and the change of pore-air pressure, after some time has proceeded, as about 3.7  x 

 10-3  cm/sec, about 9.7 x  10"3 and about 2.0 x  10'  cmAq/sec, respectively. 
And in the case of q=5.78 x  10-3 cm/sec in Fig. 18(b), each value is about  3.4  X 

 10-3  cm/sec, about  9.0  x  10-3  cm/sec and about 2.4 x  10-3  cmAq/sec. These values 
seem to show that, after ponding occurs, the infiltration process and the situation of 
the layer become ultimately unique, regardless of the so-called initial condition at 
the ponding time. If the ultimate state is to be considered as strictly unique, the 
relations from Eq. (73) to Eq. (75) can be induced through the same theoretical 
analysis done by  us') on the ponded infiltration. 

(2) Isolated pore-air 
   The difference between the value of  {K(1  —A)}, expected in 3.(2), i.e. about 

3.9 x  10-3  cm/sec, and that obtained in section (1), i.e. about 3.5 x  10-3 cm/sec for 
Sand K-7, is not much. On the other hand, the case of Sand K-6 is as follows. 
It was stated in 3.(2) that the observed 2-values in Eq. (56) are scattered over a wide 
range, being mainly smaller than 1.9. The value of 1.9 is equal to that in the ponded 

 infiltration'}. If the value of  {1((1  —A)}, is estimated by using the 2-values, the 
value is known to be about 1.3-1.1 x  10-2 cm/sec. Since the value of  {1C(1—A)}, 
estimated in the ponded infiltration is about 1.1  x  10-2  cm/sec, the difference of both 
values of  {K(1  —A)  Is is also not much. However, this inconsistency brings to us the 
interesting problem from the phenomenological point of view. Let us examine why 
this inconsistency appears. 
   Since  {K(1—A)}, is dependent on the hydraulic conductivity and the permea-

bility of pore-air, the inconsistency is obviously caused by the change of these factors. 
The change of the permeability of pore-air may be based on the change of the exist-
ing situation of the air in the layer. That is, in detail, it is caused by changing the
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free pore-air, which has existed dominantly in the layer up till ponding occurs, into 
the so-called isolated pore-air, to some extent, because, after the ponding time, the 
pore-air becomes easily confined by the penetrating water compared with before 
that time. On the other hand, the change of hydraulic conductivity may be con-
sidered to be caused by the change of the passing route of a penetrating  water') 
and by the development of the dead-water zone, corresponding to the occurrence 
of the isolated pore-air. Although it is not easy to take simultaneously into con-
sideration the effect of the change of two factors on  {K(1-A}„ let us consider, as 
a first approximation, that only the occurrence of the isolated pore-air has any re-

sponsibility for this inconsistency of the values of  {K(1-A)},. 
   It is known in section (1), that, as time goes by, the infiltration process becomes 

a kind of the stationary state, and, furthermore, that in the ponded infiltration the 
moisture profile behind the moving wetting front, being in the range of  O<O'„ 
becomes nearly  unchangeable1). Referring to these evidences, let us consider, at 
first, such a situation wherein the movement of the penetrating water and the state 
of the formed isolated pore-air are stationary in a domain of a layer having the larger 
scale compared with Darcy's scale. Denoting the volumetric isolated pore-air con-
tent as  va, the relation between 0 and  8; can be assumed as follows. 

 ,o;  —  Ke,o (76) 

where  K,, is a numerical constant value. This relation corresponds to the assump-
tion, that, when the complicated network of pores in a sand layer is considered to  be: 
composed of many pore-channels with the same magnitude in diameter as that of 
pores, the probability compelling the free pore-air in each channel to become isolated 
is constant for each channel. 

    Denoting the volumetric free pore-air content as  0„e,  0 is given by 

 oe„=„  osat—o—eL (77) 

Since the permeability of free pore-air in the stationary state,  Ka,, may be considered 
to be the function of  0„e, the following equation is obtained by using Eq. (76) and 
Eq. (77) and by referring to Eq. (56). 

      Ka, = K(08,)li'v• 0  (1 _d_  0(78) 
               lta °  sat 

where  c3„  ---=  1  -1-/C,„ (79) 

and  1>  0>  O. When the 0 can be expressed by the power function of  (1  -6_0/0sat) 
under consideration of Eq. (56), Eq. (78) is rewritten by 

 Ka- = K(Bsat)-(1-,70,(80) 
                a\0saly 

where  A* is a positive numerical constant. Especially, in the case of  6,:0=1, i.e., 
 ico,=0, Eq. (80) is equal to Eq. (56).
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   In our previous  paper') with respect to the ponded infiltration, the effect of the 
isolated air on the flow resistance of pore-air is represented by putting, for example, 

 6(7-)=1 and  2*=  1.8 for Sand K-7 in Eq. (111) to be mentioned later. Since, in the 
case of infiltration of a rainfall,  a(r) must be considered to change with time, it is 
impossible to describe that effect by using  a(r)  =  1 and  2*=1.8 for Sand K-7. There-
fore, in this paper,  d(r) changing with time and  2*=1.5 for Sand K-7 being equal to 
that in the infiltration without ponding are available for analysis. 

   Let us examine the relation between  {KO—A}, or  0 and  8.0 by using Eq. (80) 
as the function of  Ka and by taking  2* as a parameter. The example of the case  of 
Sand K-7 is shown in Fig. 21. It is known from this figure that  [a  {K(1—A)},/ 

 ad-k<0 and  [aociaa_]„<o. Paying attention to the curve showing the relation 
between  {K(1  —A)}, and  a_ for  2*  =1.5, the value of  {K(1—A)}, at  80,=1 is esti-
mated to be about 3.9  x  10' cm/sec as mentioned in 3.(2) (c). And the value of 

 600 for  {K(1—A)},=3.5 x  10'  cm/sec corresponding to the final infiltration rate is 
also estimated to be about 1.06. Although this value is a little smaller than that 
usually  known"), the estimated value can be considered reasonable. It can be 
understood, therefore, that the discrepancy of the value of  {K(1  —A)} is mainly 
based on the effect of the increase of the isolated pore-air in the layer. 

                         4 
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                   Fig. 21 Relation between  (K(1—  A)}, or 8, and 
                            for the various values of parameter  A* 

(3) Modification of fundamental equations for the unsaturated zone 

   (a) fundamental equation 
    Let us consider how the fundamental equation for the unsaturated zone shown 

in 2.(2) is modified by taking into account the problem of isolated pore-air.
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i) continuity equation 
   The continuity equation for water, Eq. (11), is obviously held unchanged . 

   The continuity euqation for pore-air given by Eq. (12) is rewritten as 

 apaeoae  apao. apaeua      +  =0 (81) 
     at  at ax 

where  ,(4 and  pQ are the density of free air and isolated air, respectively. 

   Especially, in the case where the effect of the dead water becomes a serious 

problem, considering 0 in Eq. (11) as the moisture content including the dead-
water, Eq. (11) is also obvious. 
ii) equation of motion 

   The equations of motion for water and free pore-air are also given by the gen-
eralized Darcy's law and are rewritten as 

 v  = —D(0) + K(0)•  (1 — ag    ae) (82) 
 ax  ax 

and 

 Va —Ka(0 a)•( )(83) 
                      ax p,0 

respectively, where 

 D(0)  K(0)•d(Pw—g) (84)  d
0 

and  p: is the increment of free pore-air pressure over the atmospheric pressure. 
   Furthermore, in the case where the effect of dead-water becomes a serious prob-

lem, considering the 0 in Eq. (82) and Eq. (84) as the moisture content excluding 
the dead-water, Eq. (82) and Eq. (84) are held  unchanged"). 

iii) state equation of air 
   The state equation of air given by Eq. (13) is rewritten for the free pore-air 

and the isolated pore-air by 

 Pae  =C•(-Pao+pae) =  C•13; (85) 
 and 

 P;  C  •  (P  ao+Y.,)  =  C•P' (86) 

respectively, where  p: is the increment of the isolated air pressure over the atmos-

pheric pressure,  Pao, on the average. 
   (b) approximation of the fundamental equation 

   From the fundamental equation obtained in article (a), using the boundary 
conditions at x=L, Eq. (3) and Eq. (4),  apvax corresponding to Eq. (14) is given 
by 

 apa D ao Ae (1P:)Ae eeAe  =(87) 
 ax  K  ax Pr,/
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where 

                     ape 
 ee =r(0eat-0) a

tdxIKP:  , (88) 

 61= 5x(Pe0          —P')1dx1KP: ,(89)               Laaa              x  at 
     --

15:(t)  =  P:(x  ,  t)— t) , (90) 

 13:>  14:1 (91) 

and 

 K(0)  
 K(0) +K„,(0f,) (92) 

   Let us make an approximation for the second and the fourth terms in the right 
side of Eq. (87) by Ae and 0, respectively, by the same reason mentioned earlier in 

2.(2). And, referring to the result of the ponded  infiltration'), the third term,  AT, 
may be approximated as zero, excluding the stage just after ponding. Since, fur-
thermore, the contribution of the fifth term on  apvax may be not considered so 
much, Eq. (11) and Eq. (87) become approximately as follows, respectively. 

 ao= a  ID(1 Ae)aoK  (1 —(93) 
 ata.x.  ax 

      apDae+A,                                             (94) 
         =— 

      ax:K ax 

   After all, the effect of isolated pore-air on the fundamental equation for the 
unsaturated zone is expressed as the modification of A defined in Eq. (18) by  Ae in 
Eq. (92). We call Eq. (93) and Eq. (94) newly as the modified approximate funda-
mental equation for the unsaturated zone. 

   Especially, the filter velocity in this case is expressed by 

    v = —D(1-480   +K(1—Ae) (95) 
                      ax 

   As time goes by,  K(0:) or  A(0) becomes the function of  B only. Thus, the fact 
that the final infiltration rate is equal to  {K(1-4}, can be easily obtained by the 
same method as that used for the ponded  infiltration'}. 

(4) Solution of the modified fundamental equation 

    (a) solution for the unsaturated zone with parameters defined at its 
       upper end 

   According to Eq. (26) and by using Eq. (95) and Eq. (5), the function F in 
this case is expressed by 

                     a x           —D(1—41-  +K(1  —  21e)—K,(1  —210)    80   F  —  (96) 
 f—K,(1—A,)
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where the initial moisture content,  00, is to be about zero in this case and so  Ar) is 

replaced by  A0. 
   Following the  analysis') on the ponded infiltration after a long elapsed time, the 

F at such a stage is given by 

       F 
     0-00{K(1—Ae)}".—K,(1  for 0 <0,,A°)— (97)1  i

lf(1  —41,—K0(1—  A0) 

             K(1-4-1C,(1—Ao  F  = )for  0'<0  <0, (97)2 
 {K(1—Ae)},—K,(1—  A,) 

 F  = 1 for  0  >  0, (97)3 

Since  0, is nearly equal to  0' as known from Fig. 1 because of for the con-
venience of analysis, let us approximate Eq. (97) as follows. 

 F  = for  0<0e 
 0,(98) 

 F  =  1 for  0>0, 

   According to the approximation mentioned in 3.(2) (b), F is given at the pond-
ing time,  tp, by 

F = 
0(99) 

   Since the F at  0=0„ i.e.,  F  „, must be equal to  0,I0,,,  at  f=q from Eq. (99) and 
 I at  f=f00 from Eq. (98), let us consider, as a first approximation, the relation 

between  F,  and  f  (t) as follows. 

    Fe=-41—,°c)q----f(100) 
                        0. 

As shown in Fig. 22 where the dotted and the broken lines mean the F at  I-4p and 
 t-4- infinity, respectivley, let us assume that the function  F(0,  1) is given by the two 

straight lines through  F. That is, 

 F          

1   
                -  / 

                              / 

 /  / 
 / 

                              / 

                          0 
 0                                   c rn 

                           Fig. 22 Figure of  function F
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 F  =  F, for  0  <0, 

                                             (101) 
 F  0-0c +F0.-0 for  6>0, 

 0.-0,c 

Especially,  0, described in Fig. 22 decreases with time and approaches a particular 

value asymptotically. 
   Using Eq. (100) and Eq. (101), the solution of approximate fundamental equa-

tion for the unsaturated zone is easily obtained as follows. 
   Introducing Eq. (101) into Eq. (96), the moisture profile is given by 

            Cm  D(1— Ae)   X d0 (102) 
                 K(1-248)—fF 

where  xi(t) is the depth of the lower boundary of quasi-saturated zone, and  0„,  is 
0 at  x=x1, being considered to be constant. 

   Using Eq. (102) to Eq. (94), the profile of free pore-air pressure is given by 

      p:  =  14(0  n„  t)  ("e—(Om Ae"—Ae)0 (103)  l eKK(1—ile)—fF 

   Since Eq. (102) and Eq. (103) must satisfy the continuity equation of water, 
the following conditional equation is obtained. 

    qtp+rfdt 0D(1—Ae)  d0 (104)         tp K(1—Ae)—fF 

Eq. (104) is the equation which determines the change of infiltration rate. 

   (b) solution for the quasi-saturated zone with parameters defined at 
        its lower end 

   From the fundamental equation for the quasi-saturated zone, Eq. (24) and Eq. 

(25), the filter velocity of water and the pore-air pressure at the lower end of this 
zone can be given by') 

    ark(1 +fir/a') (105) 
 and 

 Pal = (1 — ar)(xi +griar)  , (106) 

respectively, where 

 fir =  (  +Pia  —P.o) (107) 

and a,. and  lit, are defined in Eq. (62) and Eq. (63), respectively.
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(5) Comparison between the observed result and the calculated one 

    (a) determination of the unknown parameter 
i) a,. and  fir 

   The value of  ar at ponding time is about 0.55 for Sand K-7 and Sand K-6 as 
mentioned in  3.  (2)  . And the change of the values of a,. for ponded infiltration was 
also stated in  3.  (2)  . a,. may be approximated by a,. at  r=  1, a(t), except just after 

ponding  time'). So, if we do not pay attention to the stage just after ponding, the 
change of a(t) can be given approximately by 

     a(t) =  ar+(a,—ar)ea(t-tp) (108) 

where  a, is a at ponding time, and b a positive numerical constant defined as follows. 
The stage where the pore-air pressure ahead of the wetting front is increasing abruptly 

just after ponding, as mentioned in section (1), may be considered to correspond to 
that for the quasi-saturated zone being formed but not developing  enough"). So, 
for the purpose of calculation later, let us conveniently determine the value of b as 
the half-life of a(t) which is equal to the one-fourth of the duration of that stage 
mentioned in section (1) (about 800 sec in the case of Sand K-7). 

   On the other hand,  ,9,.(t) is as follows. Referring to the result of the ponded 
infiltration that  fir(t) is held nearly constant, it is expressed  by') 

 fir =  —acfref(1—ac) (109) 

So, can be expressed approximately as follows. 

 de, (110) 

ii)  O.  and  K 
   According to  3.  (2)  , the value of  Om is given by that of  Os at  t=t2. The value 

of  K is given by  K(8) at  91% saturation. 
iii)  Ka(0a) 

   After ponding occurs, the rate of the volume occupied by the isolated pore-air 
in the layer is expected to grow and ultimately becomes stationary as mentioned in 
section (2). For the stage before ponding occurs, we gave the permeability of pore-

air by Eq. (80) replacing  8,, by 1. At the stage when time has proceeded enough 
after ponding occurs, we used Eq. (80) in section (2). Now, it becomes a problem 
how the function of  Ka changes between  t=tp and  t-->00. Considering both bound-
ary conditions, let us assume  Ka  (B, t) to be as follows. 

 Kale, r) = K(Osat)4A—6(r) a  }A* (111) 
                   a i  0sat 

where 

 a(r) =  8-+(a0-8-)e-a  , (112) 

 7=1—tp, and  2* is equal to  2* in Eq. (80) and also  A in Eq. (56).  a, is  a at  t=ip,
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  i.e., 1, and a is a positive numerical constant. Eq.  (111) under the condition of Eq. 

  (112) is considered to have the following phase. The value of  Ka for the particular  
,  Ka(r  ; 0), decreases with time and this means that, as time goes by, the isolated 

  pore-air is easily formed. Considering the approach to Eq. (80) based on Eq. (76) 
  and Eq. (77), we get the relation  0'={8(r)—a0j8 being similar to Eq. (76), where 

 {8(r) —o0corresponds to  lc_ in Eq. (76), then grows and ultimately becomes  !Co.,. 
     The values of  & and a in Eq. (112) are as follows. The value of  a_ is de-

  termined by using the conditional equation, Eq. (73). On the other hand, the 
  value of a cannot be estimated a priori but this can be determined by a trial and 

  error method as the calculated pore-air pressure ahead of the wetting front shows a 

  good agreement with the observed one. 
  iv)  pz,0 

      According to the result of the ponded  infiltration'), the water pressure at the 
  upper boundary of a layer,  pu,,, is approximated by the ponding depth to a high 

  degree of accuracy. 

     (b) examples of calculation 
      By calculation, the infiltration  rate,  f  (t), can be determined from Eq. (104) and 

  Eq. (105). The moisture profile can be determined from Eq. (102) and Eq. (105) 
  by using the obtained  f  (t). Finding out  pru, in Eq. (106), the profile of free pore-air 

  pressure can be determined from Eq. (103) and Eq. (106) by using the obtained 
 f  (t) and  x,(t). 

      The calculated values of the infiltration rate, the depth of wetting front having 
 0=0.2 and the free pore-air pressure ahead of the wetting front in Sand K-7 are 

  shown in Fig. 18(a), (b) and (c) by the broken line, where, as the maximum ponding 
  depth in the experiment is only about 0.5 cm as mentioned in 3.(1),  pm, in the cal-

  culation is set at zero approximately. In these calculations, we get  8_=1.06-1.08 
  and  a=  (1n0.5)/3600  sec', corresponding to that the half-life of  8 in Eq. (112) is 

  about 1 hr. Especially, although the calculated value before ponding is described 
  in these figure, these are as follows. The calculated value till  Os reaches  0m, that 

  is,  t<  t1, follows the solution in the second approximation mentioned in  2.(4). On 
  the other hand, for  ti<t<tp:  x, at  t  =  tp is determined from Eq. (105). And  tp and 
 pal at  t=t  p are determined from Eq. (69) and Eq. (106) by using the known  xi(tp), 

  respectively. So, referring the result obtained in 3.(2), the calculated value is given 
  by connecting these at  t=t, and  t=ti, with a straight line. 

      It is known from these figures that the calculated values agree well with the ob-
  served ones. This means that the physical-mathematical model after ponding is 

  satisfactory to express the infiltration process. And it is concluded that, even when 
  the rainfall intensity changes after the ponding time, the model is applicable 

  unchanged under the condition that the ponding depth exists only on the sand 
  surface. However, the pore-air pressure must be changed linearly according to the 

  change of the ponding depth.
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5. Equation of the infiltration capacity 

  In this chapter, let us consider the simplified equation to determine the change 
of infiltration rate, that is, the so-called law of infiltration for engineering use, though 
it loses a small degree of accuracy. 

(1) Conditions for the law of infiltration 
   In order to derive a simplified law of infiltration, the following conditions are 

assumed by referring to the results obtained above. 
i) field and rainfall 

   1. Eq. (1) to Eq. (6) are satisfied, but after ponding, the change of rainfall 
intensity causes no trouble as long as a pond exists on the ground surface. There-
fore, even the occurrence of a lateral flow is of no relevance. 

   2. The hydraulic conductivity and the permeability of pore-air are unchanged 
with time and space. So, we do not directly consider the occurrence of isolated pore-
air and dead-water. 

   3. The zone having  0  =0, always exists ahead of the downward advancing 
wetting front. 
ii) before ponding 

   1. The function F defined in Eq. (29),  Fb„ obeys either of the following: 
in the case of  0  s<0',1' 

   °—B° (113),           Fbe                    O
s-00 

in the case of  0s>e 

                0 —  F
be=e° for 0,<0 <op   B`-B° -0 

 (113),        = 1 for  0>61 

where  0 is 0 satisfying the condition of 

 0-0,  {K(1-A)},-K,(1-A0)                                              (114) 
 C-00  {K(1—A)}',—K,(1—A0) 

and  <01`  <0  c. The  Fb„ only in  0  „,>  s>  , is inconsistent with the F in Eq. (48). 
So, the application of Eq. (113) is expected to make  0, grow faster in comparison 
with that of Eq. (48). 

    2. After  0, reaches  0., the moisture profile advances downwards unchanged. 
So, its moving velocity is equal to  {q—K,(1—A0)}1(0.-0,). 
iii) after ponding 

    1. The function F defined in Eq. (96),  Fa  f, obeys 

               0-0            F
of =Aci*A,                 ° for  0,<0<0 

                   vc—v, 

                                            (115)           = 1 for  0  >  04,c"
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Eq. (115) corresponds to the approximated relation of Eq. (97) and is consistent 
with Eq. (113)2. 

   2. a, defined in Eq. (62) and  fir defined in Eq. (107) are held constant, and 
each is equal to a, and  /9, defined in Eq. (109), respectively. 

(2) Derivation of the equation 
   From using the continuity equation for water, Eq. (113) and Eq. (29), the time 

when  OS increases to  0  t„ is given by 

         ormc/0 D(1  —A)    dO 

                o 0  K(1—A)  —K0(1  —A,)—F,,{q—K,(1—A0)} 
 ti  =  —  q—K,(1—A,) (116) 

   The ponding time,  t  p, is given from Eq. (105) and the conditions 2. in ii) and 
iii) by 

 tp  =  trf(0.-00) 19,K,1{q—K,(1—A0)} (117) 
                       q—acK 

   Using Eq. (116) and Eq. (117), the relation  between  f and  t can be obtained as 
follows. Arranging Eq. (96) with respect to  4900 and integrating it with respect to 
0 yields 

        ra 
x = xi—   D(1  —  A)  

                K(1—A)—K0(1 —A0)— Fa f{f—K,(1—A0)}'d0 (118) 

where  x, is given by the function off from Eq. (105). The integration of  axiat ob-
tained from Eq. (118) with respect to 0 in the range between  0„ and  O. is equal to 

 f—K,(1  —AO due to the continuity equation for water. So, after integrating this 
conditional equation with respect to  t, the law of infiltration is given as follows. 

 t =  tp+Gqs+Gus (119) 

where 

   (Om-00)19X  [  Iq   Gqsf—K0(1-210)1  =+  Ain 
       K,(1—A0)—acKf—acK K,(1—A0)—aeKf—aci 

                           for  Ko(1—A,)  a,K (120) 

        (O._ 00)/9,Kr                                   for K0(1 —A0) =  aci          L 4(f— acie)4 if 
        D(1—A)Ff 1  

        us  G=dOr  00 Jo K(1—A)—K„(1— A0)[K(1—A)—K,(1—A„)(1—Fa f)—fFa f 

         

1   i
n f—K,(1—A0)                                                  dO          K(1—A)—K,(1— A0) K(1 —A)— Ko(1—A0) (1—F,,f)—fFft 

                                            (121)
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 [•••]  f in Eq. (120) and Eq. (121) means  [•••]f-=q—[—if-f-
   As known from Eq. (119), the change of infiltration rate is expressed implicitly. 

However, from Eq. (119), we can easily estimate the elapsed time for an arbitrary 
infiltration rate under the condition that  q>f>  {K(1 A)},. 
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(3) Examples of calculation 
   The effects of the rainfall intensity, q, and the initial moisture content, 00, on the 

change of infiltration rate are shown in Fig.  23(a)  and (b), respectively, where these 

calculations are done for Sand K-7 in the range of  acK>  Ko(1—  A,), and the former 
case is in case of 00=0.1 and the latter case is in case of  q  =7.5 x  10-3  cm/sec. The 
final or ultimate infiltration rate is taken to coincide with the results of experiment 

 as  {K(1  —A)  1,--=3.5  x  10-3cm/sec. It seems from these figures that, as time goes 
by, the infiltration rates after ponding eventually change along a particular curve 
being independent of the values of rainfall intensity and the initial moisture con-
tent, and that the smaller the initial moisture content is, the longer  the, ponding 
time becomes. 

   Up till now, several simple formulae with respect to the law of infiltration have 
been proposed. Among them, there  are the equation based on the Green & Ampt 

 model') or the delta function model presented by Philip  (1957)15), the same type 
of equation as this but having the new physical interpretation to the included para-
meters by Morel-Seytoux and Khanji  (1974)153, the equation by Philip  (l975)'), 
and the Horton's type of equation given a physical background by Ishihara and 
Ishihara (1962)17). However, the effect of the movement of pore-air on penetrating 
water is ignored in these, except for the equation by Morel-Seytoux et al., where 
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the condition is that the pore-air ahead of a wetting front is at atmospheric pressure. 

   The most interesting point on the law of infiltration for an engineering hydrologist 

is how the infiltration rate decreases with time and how much the final infiltration 
 rate,  foo,  is. 

   According to the above discussion, the final infiltration rate,  fo,„ under the con-
dition that pore-air is possible to escape throughout a ground surface is given by 

 {K(1—A)}, which is estimated as about half of the hydraulic conductivity in  satura-
tion  K(05Qt). On the other hand, it is seen, in Fig. 23(a) and (b), that all the 
curves show a very similar phase. Then, after shifting the time axis, the comparison 
of results calculated by Eq. (119) with that obtained by experiment on  q=9.10 x 

 10' cm/sec is shown in Fig. 24, where the lower time axis is for the experiment and 
a large black circle corresponds to the experimental ponding time. Agreement be-
tween them is very good. Furthermore, making similar time shifts, Fig. 23(a) and 

(b) become Fig. 25(a) and (b), respectively. Although a slight deviation can be 
observed in Fig. 25(b), all the curves overlap each other very well. For engineer-
ing purpose, applying a simple equation to these overlapped curves under the con-
sideration that the final infiltration rate  fo, becomes  {1C(1—A)}„ the following 
formula is obtained. 

        f  =  c(t±tc)-n for  t  <  t,                                              (122) 
                       for  tit, 

where t is the elapsed time after ponding under the condition that qp is the rainfall 
intensity at the beginning of ponding, n a positive numerical constant determined 
by the kind of sand, c a numerical constant determined also by the kind of sand, 

 t0=(qpIc)-lin and  tc—(fcolc)-vg  —4. The standard figure of the change of infiltration 
rate being similar to the equation of Kostiakov (1932)18) is shown for Sand K-7 in Fig. 
26 by two straight lines, where a black circle is the calculated value of Eq. (119). 
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6. Conclusion 

   The infiltration process of a rainfall with constant intensity into a homogeneous 
layer initially having a uniform moisture profile was explored theoretically and ex-

perimentally. 
   The results obtained are summarized as  follows: 

   1) When the rainfall intensity, q, is greater than the maximum value, 
 {IC(1  —  A)}  „ of  K  (1  —  A)  , there is the possibility for the occurrence of ponding on the 

surface of a layer. 
   Before  ponding:  

   2) In the case of  q<{K(1  —A)}  „ the moisture content,  8,, at the surface of a 
layer grows and then approaches the lesser moisture content,  8, satisfying the con-
dition of  q—K(  1 —A). 

   Especially, in  q<{K(1—A)}', as time proceeds, the wetting front eventually 
advances downwards with an unchangeable profile and a constant moving velocity, 

 co* =.  {  q  Ko  (1-4}1(1,-0,), where  0, is the initial moisture content. The pore-
air pressure ahead of the wetting front increases linearly with time after a relatively 
short elapsed time. 

   3) In the case of q>  {K(1  —  A)}  c,  8, grows and then reaches about 90% sat-
uration,  0„„ at a certain time. During this process, the pore-air pressure ahead of 
the wetting front changes as its second differentiation with respect to time is posi-
tive, and changes remarkably, especially after  8, becomes  0„,. 

   4) After  0, has become  0„„ a quasi-saturated zone is formed downwards from 
 A  A 

the upper boundary of a layer. At that stage, a,.defined by Kal(Ka±ri) decreases 
almost linearly with time from 0.7-0.6 to 0.6-0.5 for both Sand K-7 and Sand K-6. 
Although the decrement is small, this decrease is cuased by the increase of resistance 

against the movement of pore-air throughout that zone. The difference in capillary 

potential at each boundary of quasi-saturated zone,  (*,—*,), grows and becomes 
about the minus sign of the water entry value at the ponding time. That is, at that 

time, the capillary potential at the lower boundary of quasi-saturated zone, 

becomes nearly the water entry value. 
   After ponding: 

   5) As time goes by, isolated air is formed in the layer and finally becomes 
stationary. At the stationary stage, the volumetric free pore-air content,  0:, is 

given by  0,g,-6,00, where  0 is the volumetric moisture content and  8_=1.06-1.08 
for Sand K-7. 

   6) Regardless of the condition in the layer at ponding time, after some time, 
the phase of infiltration becomes nearly uniquely determined, this condition being 
same as that in ponded infiltration. 

   7) The law of infiltration after ponding is proposed by Eq. (119) and, for 
engineering use, by Eq. (122).
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                           Appendix 

The moisture profile in the zone of  8..>8>  Os, under the condition of 
q>  1/41  —  A  )1 
   Let us consider the figure of moisture profile in  0,_>0>0* under the as-

sumption of no ponding. 
    The  moisture profile in  0,_>0>0,_-4, where  d is a certain small positive 

 value: If the moisture profile fixed in space is assumed to exist in  0,_>0>On(>0*), 
F defined in Eq. (29) is equal to one in the zone due to the continuity equation of 
water, Eq. (23), and v given by Eq. (21) is equal to  {K(1—A)}„,_ at  0=-0„,, where 
the suffix n means the value at  0=0n, because  1/(8x/80) becomes zero at  0=0„,. 
However, since  vn, is less than q, because of q>  {K(1  —  A)}  „ the continuity of water 
is not maintained. Therefore, the moisture profile in  0  s>0>0,_—zi is known to be 
prolonged in space. In such a zone, the relation of Eq. (45) is, of course, satisfied. 

   The moisture profile in  0*<0<0*+4: The existence of fixed moisture profile 
is shown to be impossible by applying to Eq. (21) the conditions that v in this zone 
is equal to  {K(1  —A)} * and aO/ax is negative. So, the moisture profile in this zone 
is known to be also prolonged. Now, Since  axlat at  0=0*, and  0=0*_ must be 

physically consistent each other, it is known from Eq. (40), Eq. (45) and the defini-
tion of  0" such a condition that  0* is consistent with  0'. 

   The moisture profile in the intermediate moisture content between and  0*: 
Since the moisture profiles are prolonged, at least, in  0,_>0>0,0-4 and  0*<0< 

 0*  +d, the profile in the zone of intermediate moisture content between  OS. and  0* 
is known to move. So, let us assume the existence of a zone shown by the advanc-
ing front with an unchangable moisture profile and a constant velocity like the 
wetting front in this domain. In such a case, the always prolonging moisture  pro-
files are connected to the advancing front at its both ends. Denoting the moisture 
contents at these ends as  OV) and  0V)(>0(.1)), the velocity of front is given from our 
previous paper*) by  [(K(l A)}  ;,2)  (  1  A)}v)11(0(.2)  ov)), being similar to that 
of wetting front shown in Eq. (40), where the suffixes  („1) and  ?) mean the values at 

 0=0V) and  0=0V), respectively. Although this velocity must be physically con-
sistent with  axiat given by Eq. (45) at  0=0V.1, it is known that the consistency is 
impossible by the definition of  0'(=0*) and the shape of function  K(1  —A). As a 
result, the moisture profile in the intermediate zone between  0  so:, and  0* is also 

prolonged. 
   After all, it is concluded that the moisture profile in  0  se.,>0>0* is prolonged. 

*)  Ishihara, Y. and E.  Shimojima: A role of pore air in infiltration process, Bull. Disast. Prey. Res. 
   Inst., Kyoto Univ., Vol. 33, part 4, 1983, pp. 163-222.


